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Dear Friends,
Today, July 1st, 2017, we join in celebrating our nations' 150th anniversary of the
Confederation of our nation. Nevertheless, we must always remember that our country, our
land has always been here for millennia. Today, we acknowledge the First Nations who
opened their homeland to us and invited us, made treaties with us to join them as a nation.
We are known for our multiculturalism and respect that we have for all faiths and culture.
This month we feature the important work of integration and reconciliation. The faith
reflection guides us to get involved in meaningful ways in the life of a neighbour. We bring
you research on Indigenous Poverty and how we need to be more aware and engaged in the
work of assisting those less fortunate. We also share an article highlighting the importance
of protocols in the indigenous community.
This year the World Indigenous Games comes to Edmonton. The Capital Region Interfaith
Housing Initiative is partnering with End Poverty Edmonton to "Journey Together" through a
"blanket exercise", a circle conversation and sharing lunch together with various faith and
cultural leaders. Please join us on July 6.
We feature Millbourne Community Life Centre as a successful example on how faith and
local partners working together are providing on the integration front to meet the needs of a
very diverse community.
Let us continue to welcome the newcomers to Canada and recognize the unique attributes
that they bring to our multicultural country. At the same time reach out to those individuals
who have been here from the beginning and embrace our faith and culture together.
Peace and blessings,
Batya and Mike
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Together Against the Cold
-----------------There are many Biblical Prophecies pointing to terrible hardship in humanity’s future. Of famine,
disease, war, death and global cataclysm. But the one that scares me the most is a small phrase
from Jesus’ prophecy on the Mount of Olives about the end times in Matthew 24:12. He simply
says, “…the hearts of most will grow cold.”
Why does this word of prophecy scare me more than the others? Because when the cold of
famine, disease, war and death strike, it is those moments of a sharing humanity (in love,
generosity, compassion, and sacrifice) that warm, comfort and preserve us, keeping us alive in the
face of hardship.
Today, the world really is a cold place for so many of us experiencing great struggle. Across the
world, we see it in the face of refugees fleeing their homes, and leaving behind country, culture and
family. We see it in the gaunt faces of children in places swept by famine, or in lands made barren
by war. And we see it here in our own families and communities: In those battling a mental illness
and depression, often alone. In trauma from broken or abusive relationships and violence. In
slavery to addictions. In bitterness and angry wounds that refuse to heal. In desperate poverty;
lacking food, shelter, safety, and supportive community. It is an unending shiver that sinks
weariness into our bones.
So why do we so often choose to answer this cold with cold? Like those upstanding model
citizens in Jesus’ parable of the Good Samaritan (Luke 10:25-37), we often see the need of a
neighbour, but choose to keep our distance and keep walking. When we are asked to respond in
some way to the plight of a refugee or the person seeking an affordable home in our communities,
we often choose a cold academic discussion about possible negative pressures and impacts on our
way of life over a gentler, deeper, wiser and more compassionate conversation that acknowledges
the humanity of our neighbour and seeks health and vibrancy for all.
"The crisis is too big for us to get involved in," we say. "Their wounds are too angry, and we do

not have the skills to help them. We need to protect ourselves; afraid that this person may turn
around and hurt us. We do not believe it is possible for someone to heal from this trauma, break
from their past, or break from an addiction. Better to keep our doors locked tight, and let our
neighbours sort out whatever hand God, or fate, or their own actions have dealt them. Best look out
for number one. Best keep walking."
Or we can choose to respond with warmth and humanity as the Samaritan (an outsider) did in
Jesus’ parable. On seeing this man lying naked and half dead on the side of the road, “he went to
him and bandaged his wounds, pouring on oil and wine. Then he put the man on his own donkey,
took him to an inn and took care of him. The next day he took out two silver coins and gave them to
the innkeeper. ‘Look after him,’ he said, ‘and when I return, I will reimburse you for any extra
expense you may have.’”
For followers of Jesus, choosing the cold response is not an option. It is true that we as people
are limited in what we can do. We cannot solve every problem, or respond to every crisis, and we
must always find time to rest along the way. But we must always be ready to respond as God calls
us: to a life full of love, hope and trust, patience, kindness, gentleness, humility, commitment,
compassion, hospitality, self-control, wisdom and sacrifice; to live as steady and warm expressions
of the loving God we serve.
…so the cold does not win.
Below is a link to a powerful award-winning video that I think speaks beautifully to this work of
fighting together against the cold: The Deepening Community Rap
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujYTi74ICul
By Pastor Mike Van Boom, from Centrepointe church (Christian Reformed)

Indigenous Poverty in Alberta
By Heather Curtis, Research Coordinator
Edmonton Social Planning Council

According to the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives (CCPA) (2016), Alberta has
among the lowest rates of off-reserve Indigenous child poverty in Canada at 26% while
Manitoba’s rate is 39% and Saskatchewan’s is 36%. The child poverty rate for those with
First Nations status off-reserve in Alberta is approximately 39%, while for Metis children the
rate is much lower at 20%. For Indigenous children on reserve in Alberta, the poverty rate
skyrockets to 60%. According to the National Household Survey (2011), the poverty rate for
Indigenous children in the City of Edmonton is 30%, while for non-Indigenous children the
rate is approximately 12% (Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, 2016).
Canada’s painful history with residential schools, in addition to the chronic underfunding

of Indigenous services both on and off-reserve, has left many First Nations communities
living in abject poverty (Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, 2016). Indigenous peoples
can also experience higher rates of diabetes, substance abuse, post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD), depression, heart disease and obesity (Ubelacker, 2013).
The experience of being forcibly removed from their cultures, traditions and customs
during the residential school period can partly explain the present health challenges
experienced by many Indigenous peoples (Howard, 2017). In addition, as a result of the
physical, emotional, mental and sexual abuse experienced by many Indigenous peoples in
residential schools, there is a general mistrust of mainstream institutions within Indigenous
communities, which can exacerbate existing health struggles by discouraging access to
health services (FCSS, 2015).
In addition, Indigenous peoples in Edmonton can experience significant challenges when
accessing affordable, adequate and safe housing. In the 2016 Point-in-Time Homeless
Count in Edmonton, 1,752 people experiencing homelessness were counted. While
Indigenous peoples only account for 5% of the Edmonton population, 48% of the homeless
population counted identify as Indigenous. Of those individuals, First Nations peoples are
represented most significantly with 316 people counted (7 Cities on Housing and
Homelessness, 2016)

Indigenous peoples are also overrepresented as food bank users in Alberta. In the 2016
Hunger Count, 33.5% of food bank users identified as Indigenous (Food Banks Canada,
2016).

Indigenous peoples also experience significant challenges obtaining employment in Alberta.
In 2016, for example, Indigenous peoples had an unemployment rate of 13.8%, compared to
7.9% within the non-Indigenous population. Indigenous peoples also experience lower
labour force participation rates than their non-Indigenous counterparts. In 2016, for example,
Indigenous peoples had a participation rate of 70.3%, while non-Indigenous Albertans had a
rate of 72.6% (Statistics Canada, 2017).

In conclusion, Indigenous peoples in the City of Edmonton and Alberta experience high
rates of child poverty and negative health outcomes resulting from the chronic underfunding
of services and the harmful legacy of residential schools (Canadian Centre for Policy
Alternatives, 2016). First Nations peoples in Edmonton are also overrepresented within the
homeless population and food bank users and experience significant employment barriers (7
Cities on Housing and Homelessness, 2016).
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This year the World Indigenous Games are coming to Edmonton on July 2-9, 2017. To align with
this event, Edmonton’s Interfaith Housing Initiative and End Poverty, along with partners from the
aboriginal community are organizing a gathering with faith leaders, new immigrant community

leaders, and members of the aboriginal community. We hope to build bridges for understanding,
hope and healthy relationship for our journey together on Turtle Island (North America).
This is our plan:
1. We begin with a smudge ceremony/prayer
2. then participate in a blanket exercise; which is a way to experience the major changes in North
American History from an aboriginal perspective.
3. We will then move into a talking circle, where we will make space to grieve together, and move
toward hope and healing.
4. Afterwards, we will share a meal together (provided).
Space is limited to a maximum of forty participants, so please respond asap in order to ensure you
are able to participate. Send your RSVP to the following email addresses, and indicate any food
preferences:
mike@interfaithhousing.ca (Interfaith Housing Initiative)
sam.singh@edmonton.ca (End Poverty Edmonton)
On behalf of CRIHI and End Poverty Edmonton,
Michael Van Boom
Capital Region Interfaith Housing Initiative

Protocol is Important in the
Indigenous Community

‘We always have dignitaries at pow wows,’ Said the M.C. Then he proceeded to introduce one.
‘Ladies and gentlemen, Kerry Diotte (this is how it was spelled on his agenda). ‘Looking around he
said, “Where is she?” Someone quickly said, ‘He’, it’s a he.’ Then the MC was embarrassed and not
just a little. As Mr. Diotte came from behind the MC continued to offer an apology and he was really
quite upset about his mistake. Mr. Diotte took the mic and went right into his speech. He didn’t
acknowledge the error. He might have been embarrassed himself. It was hard to tell. Many people
would have mentioned it and tried to make light of it saying something like, ‘You are not the first one
to make that mistake and probably won’t be the last,’ trying to generate a chuckle from the young
crowd.
Mr. Diotte said the usual things politicians say. Indigenous dancers had danced earlier and Mr. Diotte
mentioned their colorful ‘costumes’. He looked around the field and mentioned teachings that would
take place in the tents. He finished and then the next dignitary was introduced.
For the uninformed, here is the contextualization. Indigenous people refer to their ceremonial and pow
wow clothing as regalia or outfits. It is considered offensive to refer to it as costumes.
Regalia has spiritual significance. Secondly, tipis are not tents. There were 6 tipis in the school field
and not one single tent.
So if protocol had been observed by both parties, this embarrassing scenario could have been avoided.
Mr. Diotte would have been introduced as ‘Mr. Kerry Diotte, Member of Parliament for Edmonton
Griesbach and Mr. Diotte would have commented on the regalia being colorful and great learning
opportunities taking place in the tipis.

The event was the annual Miyokisikaw/Cree for It's a good day, hosted at Delton School May 19,
2017. This year 4 elementary schools participated. Students were bused in from Oliver, Norwood, and
John A McDougall Schools. 1200 students, 600 in the morning and 600 in the afternoon had the
opportunity to experience 20 stations that included; traditional games, hoop dancing, tipi teachings,
storytelling, Metis dancing, and drumming. Each station was about 20 minutes and the students went
from one to the next for half the day. It was gratifying to see young students learning positive things
about Indigenous people!

Article submitted by:
Sharon A Pasula, M.A., Indigenous Cultural & Educational Helper

Ministry Profile:
Millbourne Community Life Centre
Introduction:
Many faith communities wonder how they might go deeper in relationship, and in helping address
needs in their local neighbourhood. Often they will have their own building, and wonder what might
be possible if they could just open their doors a little wider. In our summer editions of the
neighbourly, CRIHI is telling the story of two Edmonton faith communities who pursued the

community centre model of engagement. This month, our feature story is that of the Millbourne
Community Life Centre, supported by the South Edmonton Alliance Church.

Millbourne Community Life Centre is a busy place! Close to twenty local partners collaborate
with the centre to provide an amazing array of programming and opportunities in service to both the
immediate and larger community in Millwoods. The local community they minister to is very diverse,
and is home to people from a vast range of faiths and cultures, such as, Punjabi, Urdu, Latino,
Chinese, Filipino, Hindi, and Arabic. The socio-economic needs of the surrounding community are
also significant, with over 1,400 households that fall within the lowest income bracket, as well as
2,500 subsidized housing units within the eleven communities that make up Millwoods.

Working to respond to those needs, the Millbourne Community Life Centre has become a hot spot in
the local community, with many partners coming together to provide: immigration support services,
a youth ministry centre, We-can food baskets, conversational cafes to aid in learning conversational
English, Pre-natal classes, a food pantry and food bank outlet, a refugee medical clinic, a
Community mother’s drop-in, a summer community sports camp, cultural fluency seminars, long
distance seminary courses in Cantonese, cross-cultural internships with the University of Hong
Kong, and it is home to three church communities: City South Church (Pentecostal) – 10am-12pm
on Sundays, The Multicultural Alliance Church – starting at 12:15pm, and the Light of Life Filipino
church, worshipping at 4pm.
It is open seven days a week, and is a hub for all kinds of help and services embedded in the local
community.
So how did this happen?
Ten years ago, the large brick building at 2101 Millbourne Road was home to the Millbourne
Alliance Church. The congregation had met together for over fifty years, and done much good work
together, but they had become an ageing and dwindling congregation. It was becoming clear the
time was upon them to close their doors.
So the local Alliance Churches began meeting to consider what to do with the building. After a time,
South Edmonton Alliance Church stepped up to sponsor the building as a community outreach, and
in 2011 opened it as a community centre for the very diverse neighbourhood. From the start, they
elected to treat any potential organizations as partners, rather than renters. They decided all their
partners would have a seat at the table, and that they would meet regularly. Together with new
partners, they could help to address challenges faced by people in the community.
As the Centre found its’ feet, those partners gradually came to the table. One of their anchor
partners is Youth Unlimited, who run a youth ministry centre out of the basement. A few years ago,
as a partner they renovated the space as a venue for concerts and other types of programming for
their youth, many of whom are from immigrant families and learning together under their Christian
mentors, how to be Canadian, and caring citizens in their new home.
There were certainly some difficult transitional moments. One of those was the decision to take
down the large cross that was on the outside of the building. There were strong feelings on both
sides of the decision. The purpose for doing so, was to facilitate the coming and going for Muslims
and other groups who could access ministries in their building. Those serving today in the MCLC
facility are very mindful and deeply appreciative of the tremendous work and sacrifice of those from
the original church family, Millbourne Alliance Church!
One significant shift that happened was in how they saw the building. Tim Cook, the director at
MCLF describes this change as moving from a posture of “protecting our stuff,” to “let’s use this
building together.” That posture has made so much possible, with partners willing to invest in
upgrades and some renovations.

Certainly, not everything is simple. The centre is self-sustaining in operating costs, but currently the
building needs some larger repairs, including a new roof and parking lot, and investments to make
the upstairs accessible. Finding the money and resources to effect those major repairs is still in the
works, but these are normal challenges. It is likely solutions to this will be generated out of the
continuing fruit of the relationships and partnerships built. Perhaps they will be able to tell that story
too in the days to come.
What is the heart that drives a community ministry like Millbourne community Life Centre?
It is expressed well in their vision statement: “Millbourne Community Life Centre is a place where
all, regardless of ethnic or economic background can come to receive an expression of God’s love
and find hope that comes through knowing the gift of life that God offers through His Son, Jesus
Christ.”
This vision fuels a spirit of warmth and welcome that permeates the place. There is no pressure
employed, or any strings attached to any of the help. But sometimes prayers are shared, and if
anyone wants to understand the heart that drives their hospitality, there are several partners there to
walk with them on that journey.

The Big Picture of the work ahead of
us here in Edmonton...

July's Action Highlight:
SUPPORT NEWCOMERS
St. Patrick’s Anglican Church feels that God is calling us to serve as a centre to support
newcomers to Canada. Out of this vision, we entered into a relationship with the Welcome
Centre for Immigrants (WCI) and the Edmonton Mennonite Centre for Newcomers (EMCN)
to offer free English and computer literacy classes for senior newcomers. Our first
participants were from India, Pakistan and Africa. They identified language development and
becoming more culturally aware as learning priorities. Working alongside EMCN, our parish
hired an instructor and community connector who organized presentations and fieldtrips
designed to help the group realize its goals. We covered topics such as Canadian history,
aboriginal history, the Olympics, camping, recycling and waste management. They prepared

for a visit to the doctor and visited Fort Edmonton Park. The seniors enrolled in the computer
literacy class also learned to set-up an email account, save and download files, and navigate
the internet using search engines. As the course progressed, there was much laughter and
community-building, as language and cultural barriers were broken down. Before this
program, many of the seniors in our group felt isolated in their new surroundings. The
greatest benefit to them has been reduced apprehension about going out into the
community. For church members at St. Patrick’s it is a great joy to see our prayers for the
unemployed and newcomers to Canada being put into action.

CALL TO ACTION
• Connect with agencies that support immigrants (see the Resources appendix). What
aspect of their work fits the skills, talents and goals of your faith community? There are
many opportunities to help.
• Consider sponsoring a refugee; or supporting a group already involved in the
sponsorship process.

Ongoing Volunteer Opportunities
Welcome Home

One of the biggest reasons people struggle or fail
as they come out of homelessness into housing is
loneliness. Welcome Home assembles and
trains a small team of volunteers to walk
with someone as a friend. This is a one-year commitment to go for coffee, go
bowling, take long walks, to encourage and pray for a fellow human being on a
tough stretch of the road. To find out more information about volunteering
contact the Welcome Home Coordinator at 780-378-2544.
https://www.cssalberta.ca/Our-Ministries/Volunteer-Mentoring-Support
Get Firsthand Experience

CRIHI's website has a strong list of opportunities where volunteers can learn by
serving. Here's the link: http://wp.me/P20ewB-5R
Get involved in your Local Community

Visit or Join your Community League - engage in your neighbourhood's efforts
to build community, go for coffee with the leadership, and learn about some of
the justice issues taking place in your neighbourhood. http://www.efcl.org
Explore the social dynamics in your neighbourhood

Unsure what the needs are in your community? MAPS Alberta is a great
resource to see how your neighbourhood stacks up on a range of social
demographics. Explore their Social Atlas and numerous other useful
resources at: www.mapsab.ca

Join our Learning Community!
The Interfaith Housing Initiative was formed in
response to a City of Edmonton and Province of
Alberta commitment: the Ten-year-plan to End
Homelessness. Faith leaders from across the city came
together to say, “Addressing homelessness is important
to our communities too! How can we help?”

Get Involved! Join the conversation!
Sign up for our email newsletter and learn with us.
This is a monthly publication where we will be provide
good information, generate ideas that work, tell each
other’s stories, and share how communities and
organizations around Edmonton are responding to the
needs of Edmonton’s most vulnerable.

Share your stories with us!
A good story reminds us of what is possible. The work
of providing help, support and home to a neighbor is
nothing new, and people of faith tell many stories that
inspire. Stories from today, or stories from a thousand
years ago; we want to hear them! Share the stories of
compassion, hospitality that inspire you and your
community so that their sharing can inspire others
around Edmonton.

Submit stories and insights to
mike@interfaithhousing.ca

To learn more
about what we
do and join us in
the work
Contact Us:
Rabbanit Batya
Friedman
Coordinator
Batya@interfaithhousing.ca
(780) 938-5558

Pastor Mike Van Boom
Housing Ambassador
Mike@interfaithhousing.ca
(780) 554-2703
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